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PSEUDO-ARCS AND CONNECTEDNESS

IN HOMEOMORPHISM GROUPS

WAYNE LEWIS

Abstract. We prove that the homeomorphism group of the pseudo-arc contains no

nondegeneratc continua. An equivalent result holds for any continuum all of whose

small subcontinua are pseudo-arcs. e.g. for the pseudo-circle and the circle of

pseudo-arcs. Related questions arc briefly mentioned.

A continuum is a compact, connected metric space. The pseudo-arc is a chainable.

hereditarily indecomposable continuum [M]. It is also homogeneous [B]. The space

of homeomorphisms of a continuum, topologized by the compact open topology, is a

complete separable metric topological group. (Though the sup metric induces this

topology, it is in general not complete.)

For manifolds it is known that this group always contains Hilbert space factors. In

general, however, very little is known about the topological structure of homeomor-

phism groups (e.g. connected subsets, dimension), even for well-studied spaces. The

pseudo-arc is of course very far from being a manifold, but in some ways has very

nice structure about which quite a bit is known, and it has been the subject of

considerable interest.

Beverly Brechner has asked [Brl] whether the homeomorphism group of the

pseudo-arc contains any nondegenerate continua—in particular, whether it contains

copies of the pseudo-arc. We provide a negative answer to this question.

We will use the following theorem, the proof of which is left to the reader.

Theorem. Let X and Y he continua, Y chainable. Let f, g: X — Y be maps such that

f( X ) D g( X ). Then there exists x E X such that f( x ) = g( v ).    D

We are now ready to prove the claimed result.

Theorem. The space of homeomorphisms of the pseudo-arc contains no nondegener-

ate continua.

Proof. Let P be the pseudo-arc. Suppose M is a nondegenerate continuum in the

space of homeomorphisms of P. Then M induces a homeomorphism h: P X M —• P

X M defined by h(x, y) — (y(x). y). Let it: P X M — P be projection onto the first

coordinate. We may assume without loss of generality that M contains the identity.
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There exists v E M,y # identity, and xQ E P such thaty(x„) ¥= x0. Lely„ = y(x„).

Then y0 E trh({y0} X M) n TTh({x0} X M) =£ 0. Since P is hereditarily indecom-

posable and irh({y0) X M) and trh({x0} X M) are two intersecting subcontinua,

either vh({y0) X M)E irh({x0) X M) or tth({x0} X M) E wh({y0} X M). Sup-

pose ith({y„} X M) C 7Th({x0} X M).

Define fx_: M - P X M by /Jz) = (x„. z) and /(|: M - /? X A/ by /.(r) =

( v0. J). Then wA/v and 77/1/ are two maps from M into P with 77/1/ . ( M) C »rA/( ( M).

Thus there exists z„E M such that w/i/ (z0) = 77/1/ (z0) = /?0.

This means that A/8(20) = /i( v0, z0) = (p„. z„) = h(x0, z„) = hfx¿z0). But h is a

homeomorphism and ( v0. z„) * (x„, z„). This is a contradiction, and thus M must

be degenerate.    D

Suppose A is a continuum all of whose nondegenerate small subcontinua are

pseudo-arcs. Then an argument similar to the above can be used, restricting to

subcontinua of M small enough so that the tracks of points stay inside these

pseudo-arcs, to show that the space of homeomorphisms of A contains no nondegen-

erate continua. Such spaces include the circle of pseudo-arcs and the pseudo-circle.

Thus we have the following corollary.

Corollary. // A is a continuum with the property that for some e > 0 all

subcontinua K of X with 0 < diam( A ) < e are pseudo-arcs, then the space of homeo-

morphisms of X contains no nondegenerate continua.    D

We have shown that every compact subset of the homeomorphism group of the

pseudo-arc is zero dimensional. We do not know whether this homeomorphism

group contains any nondegenerate noncompact connected subsets.

Question 1 ( B. Brechner ). Is the homeomorphism group of the pseudo-arc totally

disconnected?

Question 2. Is the homeomorphism group of every hereditarily indecomposable

continuum totally disconnected?

There is no homogeneous continuum whose homeomorphism group is known to

contain a nondegenerate connected set where the homeomorphism group is not also

known to contain an arc.

Question 3. Must the homeomorphism group of a homogeneous continuum either

contain an arc or be totally disconnected?

Our result gives no information about the dimension of the homeomorphism

group of the pseudo-arc. For the nondegenerate homogeneous continua for which

the dimension of their homeomorphism group is known, that group is infinite

dimensional.

Question 4. Is the homeomorphism group of the pseudo-arc infinite dimensional?

Question 5. Is the homeomorphism group of every nondegenerate homogeneous

continuum infinite dimensional?

The Menger universal curve has a totally disconnected homeomorphism group

[Br2], and one can show further that no nondegenerate connected subset of the space

of continuous maps of the Menger curve into itself contains a homeomorphism [L],

(This space of maps does, however, contain nondegenerate connected subsets.)
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Question 6. Is every connected subset of the space of continuous maps of the

pseudo-arc into itself which contains a homeomorphism degenerate?

Using this above property about the space of maps of the Menger universal curve

M into itself, and examining what happens to fibers {m} X X under certain

homeomorphisms of M X X ( X a nondegenerate continuum), we showed [L] that

M X A is Galois if and only if A is isotopy Galois. (A space A is Galois [FS] if for

each x E X and open U containing x there is a homeomorphism h: X — X with

h(x) =£ x and h \X-u = i^x-u- % is isotopy Galois [DFM] if for each x E X and

open U containing x there is an isotopy F: X X [0,1] — X with F((y. 0)) = y for

each y E X, F((x, 1)) #x, and F((y, t))=)> for each>' g t/and t G [0.1].)

The similarity of that argument to the result presented here suggests, but by itself

does not seem enough to answer, the following question.

Question 7. If P is the pseudo-arc and A is a nondegenerate continuum, is P X X

Galois if and only if A is isotopy Galois?

Our argument shows that some restrictions are imposed on the motions of fibers

under certain homeomorphisms of the square of the pseudo-arc. From similar

considerations, it is known [KKT] that if h is a homeomorphism of l\a_AMa. where

each Ma is either the Menger universal curve or the Sierpinski universal curve, then

h = Ua_Ahs{a), where 5 is a permutation of A and hs{a) is a homeomorphism of Ma

onto Ms{a).

Question 8. If h is a homeomorphism of Wa_APa. where each Pa is a pseudo-arc, is

h necessarily of the form h = \]af=Ahs(a), where s is some permutation of A and hs{a)

is a homeomorphism of Pa onto Ps(a)1

W. Kuperberg has defined a space A to be pseudo-contractible if there exists a

continuum C, two points a and b of C, and a map F: X X C — A such that

F((x, a)) = x and F((x, b)) = y for some fixed y E X and each x E X. He then asks

the following (Problem 31, University of Houston Problem Book)

Question 9 (W. Kuperberg). Is it true that the pseudo-arc is not pseudo-contract-

ible?

This is equivalent to answering Question 6 above in the case of a continuum C

connecting the identity to a constant map. While our result does not answer this the

techniques here can be used to show that if A is a subcontinuum of C and P' a

subcontinuum of the pseudo-arc P then either all the levels of the pseudo-contrac-

tion corresponding to points of K agree on P' or else one of these levels fails to be

one-to-one when restricted to P'.
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